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lunch everyday!
help the earth...while you eat

The OVER-PACKAGED FOOD 
Plastic, cardboard, foil and other wasteful 

wrappers and containers end up in the garbage

Avoiding the TRAP is easy! 

Steer CLEAR of the CAUSE:

Single use cartons, cans and pre-packaged snack foods
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Bring Your APPETITE!
Only bring as much food as you can finish!

....and compost leftovers
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What to do If a non-reusable 
sneaks in to your lunch:

Remember:

Recycling is a great way 

to reduce garbage, 

but processing recyclables 

still takes up lots of 

energy.

- Juice boxes

- Pop cans

- Plastic yogurt and pudding containers

- Cardboard packaging

RECYCLE:

Avoid the Ferocious Four's weapons of waste!

- Plastic: sandwich bags, wrap, shopping bags, utensils

- Styrofoam containers 

- Aluminum foil

- Throw away paper bags and napkins

The Permanent Packaging Solution
- Thermoses, Water bottles

- Reusable plastic containers

- Lunch boxes, cloth bags

- Cloth napkins

- Reusable utensils 

 Ferocious four   
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Bulk UP!

 Choose to buy food that is 
    not over packaged like dried 
        fruits and lots of 
         other yummy snacks at a 

        bulk food store.

 Let NATURE WRAP your food 
 for you!

 Oranges, bananas and hard boiled 

 eggs all come with their own 

 handy packaging! 
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- Discuss eco-friendly 

choices with students and 

parents in preparation for 

your tr

 

 

 

 

"pack it in, pack it out." 
 

     "p
ack it in... pack it out"

  

 

    

 

 

 

    


	Text1:    Tait Street P.S. Presents...The Boomerang Lunch !
	Text2: What is a Boomerang Lunch?
	Text3: A "boomerang" lunch is where all uneaten food and waste material is returned home and is not added to the school’s waste collection.  Students learn to care for the planet.  Packing a Boomerang Lunch is just one way that children can learn to REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE, AND COMPOST.
	Text4: Here are some things to consider for the the Boomerang Lunch...
	Text5: START WITH A REUSABLELUNCHBOX, LUNCH BAGAvoid disposable plastic and paper bags.
	Text6: PACK YOUR FOOD INREUSABLE CONTAINERSAvoid plastic bags, plastic wrap,aluminum foil, and prepackagedfoods whenever possible.
	Text7: INCLUDE A DRINK IN A REFILLABLE BOTTLEAvoid single-use juice boxes, drinkbottles, cans, and pouches whenever you can.
	Text8: Thank you in advance for your participation in the Boomerang Lunch Program!


